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This group, carprising three varieties, is distinguished by the

concave, pendant blades with distnict, finely undulating margins, and

by the tough rubbery texture of the cooked corms. The tine of cook

i.ng is often twice as long as for other varieties. A fragrant odor

(ala) is usually emitted when the conns are cooked: hence the nane

Ala is saietines used, instead of Kai, for this group. It is difficult

to make poi fran the Kai taros by the old Hawaiian nethod of hand pound

ing the cooked corms on a poi board, and even in the conirerical p01

factories, where machines are used for grinding the conns, the Kai

taros generally taist be run through the machine twice before the poi

0 is satisfactory. Fbwever, they give a high yield of paiai.

The Kal, the Piko, and the le.hua are the three uost important groups

of cotmerical tai3os. They are used ahiost exclusively for poi making,

and are aJmst invariably grown under wetland cutlure. The Kat are very

popular on Oahu and are planted in several localities on Oahu. Observa

tions seem to indicate that they are nore tolerant of alkaline conditions

then any other group, and of stagnant water. They are also tolerant of

deep or soft patches whereas ulDst varieties require a firm, relatively

s hallow soil, and there is evidence that Kai are nore resistant to soft

root.

Although this group is widely planted and the corns have important

and characteristic qualities, the Kai have no outstanding surface

characters by which they may be readily identified, expecially of the



speciun to be identified has been pulled fran the field. Yet any

experienced taro gror can readily recognize a Kai as he walks through

a p].anting. The ust outstanding feature seans to be the pendant po

sition of the leaves. This apparently results form the slenderness of

the petiole, especially above the petiole sinus, which causes the petiole

to curve perceptibly. and gives to the plant a generally widespread appear

ance.
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